We prove the conjugacy separability of groups of the form G = (ax,...ar,bx,...,bs:aeli = bf> = (U(ax, ... , ar)V{bx , ... , bs))m = 1), where m > 1 .
Introduction
In the past decade much interest has been shown in so-called 1-relator products of groups, that is (factor) groups of the form A/N where A = Ax *A2*-■ •* An is the free product of the groups A¡ (1 < / < n) and N is the normal closure, in A , of a single element of A . In particular, all 1-relator groups, finitely generated Fuchsian groups, and triangle groups are of this form. Recently, attempts have been made to extend to 1-relator products the more familiar results, for example, Magnus's Freiheitssatz, already known in 1-relator case (see, e.g., [1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 14] ).
In this paper we shall prove, in answer to a question posed by Fine and Rosenberger in [6] , the following Theorem. Let G = {ax, ... , ar, bx, ... , bs: af = bf = {UV)m = 1) where 1 < r, I < s, ej = 0 or > 2, f -0 or > 2, m > 2 {for all i, j such that 1 < i < r, 1 <j<s),x U = U{ax, ... ,ar), V = V{bx, ... ,bs). Then G is conjugacy separable.
Recall that G is conjugacy separable iff to each pair gx , g2 e G either gx is conjugate to g2 in G {gx ~g g2) or there exists a finite homomorphic image G of G in which g~ [ ^ g2 . Interest in conjugacy separable groups in general stems from the fact that such groups, if finitely generated, have a solvable conjugacy problem.
The groups of the theorem may be regarded as generalisations of triangle groups. Triangle groups were proved conjugacy separable by Fine and Rosenberger in [6] as a preliminary to their proving the conjugacy separability of all Fuchsian groups.
The proof of the theorem
The following proof is quite involved in detail. Accordingly we have split the proof into several lemmas in an attempt to make it easier to digest.
First note that, since free groups and free products of conjugacy separable groups are again conjugacy separable [12] , we may assume that, between them, U, V involve all the generators a¡, b¡.
Next, some observations and a preliminary part of the proof. Let us write (*) G={ax,...,ar,a,bx,...,bs:af=am = bf = l, U~xa=V).
Then, provided V has infinite order, G is the generalised free product of the free product of cycles A = {ax, ... , ar, a: af -am = 1) and the free product of cycles B -{bx, ... , bs: bf = 1) with the cyclic subgroup {h) = {U~xa) -{V) amalgamated. If V has finite order and U has infinite order, swap over the roles of U, V . If U, V both have finite order then U -a^xa^ao , V = b^bfbo for suitable elements ao G A, bo G B and for suitable generators of finite order ak e A , b/ e B. In this case conjugate A and B by ao. ¿o > respectively, before going further so that G may be assumed to take the form {ax,... ,ar,a,bx,... ,bs:af = bf = {aakbf)m = 1). Thus G = F*R where F is a free product of cycles and R = {ak , b¡: aek = bf -(akbf)m = 1). Now F is conjugacy separable and so is R. For: Let K = ek/{ek,a), y = a/{ek , a), L = f/{f, ß), Ô = ß/{f, ß). Then R is obtained from R0 = (x, y: xK = yL = {xyys)m = 1) by two successive generalised free products (i) Ri = {ak: aekk = 1) *,*/**(> and (ii) R2 = RX* m {b,: bf = 1). By Dyer [2, ak -x y-ot
Theorem 4], these will be conjugacy separable if F0 is. But R0 = (x, y : xK = yL = {xy)m = 1) (since {y, K) -{Ö, L) -1) and Ro is known to be conjugacy separable by [6, Theorem 1] .
Thus, in the main part of the proof given later, we shall assume that h (= U~xa = V) has infinite order. We shall make use of the following lemmas, some of which look interesting in their own right. Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that all the generators of A are involved in h. By [4] we can map A onto A ç PSL2(C) so that h has order A. But finitely generated subgroups of PSL2(C) are residually finite (see [10] ).
Hence there exists a map of A onto a finite group in which h has order A.
In our main proof we shall apply the two parts of the proof of the following lemma separately. For tidyness we unite them here into Lemma C. Let A and h be as above, and let F be a normal free subgroup of finite index of A contained in the kernel of the natural map from A onto the direct product of its {finitely many) finite cycles. Let hw e F {w > 1) and suppose that h *Ah~x. Then there exists a finite homomorphic image A of A in which h^J and {hwyn(hw) = {hw} ¿ {h~w} . {=F/E) has order v exactly. Note that E is then characteristic in F and hence normal in A. Since A/E is finitely generated and nilpotent by finite it is residually finite and so A has a subgroup Z, say, such that A/Z is finite and hZ has order vw. Replace X by X nZ = U. Then A -A/U satisfies the lemma's conclusion. For, if Jo Tjo = Jtw G {J-xtwJ: J eJ}r\ (Ëw) in A (with 1 < t < v), then
Hence a similar equality holds in F/Z and so in A/Z .
Thus (hw)'-x = 1 in yl/Z-a contradiction. Hence Jo hwJ0 = bw in ^.
To prove Lemma E we need the preliminary 3 {a}A denotes the set of conjugates of a in A .
Lemma D. Let (h), {k) be cyclic subgroups of the free group F and let s G F\{h){k). Then there exists a finite homomorphic image F of F in which seF\(h)(k).
Proof. Suppose [h, k] ^ 1 in F and suppose s, = ha'k^' expresses the image of 5 as an element of (h){k) ç F/T,(F) (= F¡ say). Suppose [h, k] e rt-X{F)\Tt{F).
If for i > t all the a¡ are equal, then for some j > t we have ßj ¿ ßt (since n~i rÁF) = (1» • But this implies that k has order \ßj-ßt\ in Ft-a contradiction, since each F, is aperiodic. Thus ar ^ at for some r > t and then h ' = k& in Ft for some ß > 0. ß = 0 gives a similar contradiction to that just noted. Lemma H. Let A , h , and F be as in Lemma E and let hw be the least power of h in F. Suppose for all r such that 1 < r < s that ur, vr G A and that ur -hl,vrhir where the ir, j, are unique. Then there is a finite homomorphic image A of A in which h has order wp (p some prime) and, if for 1 < r < s, hkr, h'r is a solution of ur = xvry, then kr = ir and lr = jr (mod/?).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Proof. First note that the uniqueness of the solution of ur -hl,vrh'T implies that for each r, H n HVr = (1 F) . Now choose a finite homomorphic image of F of exponent p . (This is possible since F is finitely generated residually torsionfree nilpotent and each finitely generated torsionfree nilpotent group has such a homomorphic image: one may even choose p arbitrarily large and coprime to |.4/F| (see [7] ).) Now pass to a homomorphic image A of A in which Q has order p . Of course none of the Wr is trivial in A~ since Q ^ T. But this means that (hw) n (hwf' = (T). For if vr~xhwyvr -hwS then v~xhwvr = hv"1 for some n (since \hw\ = p), which contradicts Wr / 1 . So suppose that, in A (an extension of a finite group of exponent p by a group of (coprime) order \A/F\), we have ur -hk,vrhtr = hlrvrhJr, i.e., v~xhPrvr = h"r, where pr = kr -ir, or = jr -lr. Assuming p \ pr, we have p\or. Consequently v~xhPrWvr = ha,w and v~xhpwvr = hpw {-1), which together imply vr~xhwvr G (hw)-a contradiction.
We now return to the proof of the theorem assuming V to have infinite order and setting a -UV and h = U~xa = V. Let c, d be elements of G (as in (*)) of minimum length in their conjugacy classes and such that c ^g d . As usual, let ||jc|| denote the (generalised free product) normal form length of x so that ||x|| = 0 iff x G {h) and ||jc|| = 1 iff x G A\{h) or x e B\(h). Case 2(iii). All other cases where ||c|| ^ \\d\\ are dealt with by passing to a generalised free product G -A *.r. B of finite groups in which ||c|| = ||c|| \ \d\\ = \\d\\. This is easily achieved by using the nc property of the free products A and B [ 11 ] to keep images of elements of A\(h) and B\(h) out of (A). If X is the intersection of all the corresponding kernels in A and Y is obtained similarly in B, then X and Y are easily modified to produce a generalised free product G of finite groups in which c *<-d .
Consequently we may assume that for at least one value of i the equations I(i) have no solution in H and yet each individual equation ul+j = x~\vjXj (1 < j < r) is soluble in H so that a solution of ï(i) in some generalised free product G -A *.-j¡. B of finite groups cannot immediately be ruled out.
We claim that, even here, a generalised free product G = A *lr) B of finite groups, which is a homomorphic image of G, can be found in which c *ç d . First suppose for each k (1 < k < r) that vkxhvk -A (or A-1). Thus each of the equalities Ut+j = haVjhß may be rewritten m+j = ha+sVjhß~s (or ha+sVjhß+0). Using such adjustments we can certainly find ao,ai,...,areZ such that
where ar -ao / 0 since c ^g d. We may further modify this solution by replacing h~a° by h~ao+s = h'ßo, say, and hence AQl by {hßl =) ha,+â if vx~xhvi = h~x , or by ha,~s if vx~xhvi = A . Then replace h~ai by the appropriate h-°"±s .
Continuing in this way we see that: (I) if in (***) the number of vk for which vkxhvk = h~x is even, then ar will be changed to ßr = ar -ó whereas (II) if this number is odd then ar is replaced by ßr = ar + ô . In case (I) ßr -ßo = oír -ao ^ 0. In case (II) ßr -ßo = ar -ao -2S . Since ô can be chosen arbitrarily and since c ooG d , we deduce that, in (***), ar -ao must be an odd integer and that ßo, ßr can be chosen so that ßr -ßo is any odd integer.
In case (I) consider the maximum, /, of the various differences \ar -an| as in (* * *) as i varies over all integers from 0 to r -1. If we take normal subgroups MA, MB of finite index in A and B, respectively, such that in addition to satisfying all the other sufficient conditions imposed, we also have MA nA = MB n B -(he) where e > J , then for no i can the equations ï(i) be solved in A/MA *(t, B/Mb .
A similar result holds for case (II) if we assume that e is even, which is possible by [4, Theorem 1] . Thus hBr~ßo ^ 1 since ßr -ßo is odd and A has even order. Thus we may assume for at least one-and hence for all-i that the equations u¡+j = x~j_xVjyij (1 < j < r) have solutions x/;7_i = h¡j-X , y¡j = h'i j yet no solution as in I(i) and that for each i at least one of the equations, say ui+k(¡) = JCi"i(fi_i«jk(i)y<,fc(/)> is soluble with unique x, y. For each i select one such equation, the k{i)Xh say, as above. Fixing /, consider in turn the {k{i) + l)st, {k{i) + 2)nd, etc. equations of the system arranging if possible that h\ k{¡, = A,?/t(,) etc. (i.e., one tries to match each solution for a y with the solution for the next x~x as far as possible). Since c o^G d this matching must eventually fail, at the equation «,+/(,) = *,"}(«_ í^/ío^/co > saY-(This will also be an equation with unique solution and might be the equation we started with if we can arrange for y¡¡r -x, o •) We now choose p , as in Lemma H so that p is larger than all \a¡ -ß,\ (as i runs over all integers from 0 to r -1) and where A"' is the unique solution for x, /(/)_, in the above equation and hßi is the (forced) value taken by J>i,/(fl_i in the preceding equation. This choice of p leads, as in Lemma H, to a generalised free product G of finite groups in which c r^G d, as required.
